
DAILY NEWS 
UPDATES

FEDERAL NEWS
• Canada has already secured enough potential COVID-19 vaccines to protect a population almost four 

times its size. Ottawa has just added an additional 20 million doses to the stack and accelerated its 
vaccination calendar. The first 249,000 Pfizer doses are set to arrive next week.

• Canadian food prices set to increase between 3-5% for 2021 because of the economic impact of the 
pandemic. The biggest hikes will be with bakery goods, meat, and vegetables. The coste of meat and 
vegetables are set to rise 4.5-6.5% while baked goods are expected to rise 3.5-5.5%.

PROVINCIAL NEWS
• The Quebec government announces the province set to receive 4,000 doses of the first shipment 

of COVID-19 vaccines. This means 2,000 people will be inoculated since two doses are needed per 
person. Quebec’s first vaccines to go to group of 40,000 elderly residents in long-term homes. 

• Montreal plans to give people a 27km green path stretching between Cartierville and Lachine. The 
corridor will stretch from the Bois de Saraguay park to Angrinon park and will have bike paths, 
walking trails and wild meadows, under Hydro power lines. Landscaping is set to begin in 2023.

USA NEWS
• Tesla Inc. unveils a $5billion capital raise Tuesday, its second such move in three months as the 

electric car maker cashes in on an amazing rise in shares this year. The company’s shares reached a 
record high on Monday, pushing its market value above $600 billion.

• Trump administration looks to shore up U.S. vaccine supply. The FDA is set to meet Thursday to 
discuss whether to recommend emergency use authorization for Pfizer vaccine. Health officials 
predict green light, with inoculations to begin shortly after.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
• UK to issue Facebook, Google and other tech giants sets of rules customized to each firm & penalties 

if not obeyed. Tailored codes of conduct are part of a plan unveiled by the Competition and Markets 
Authority that would seek to fine firms up to 10% of their global turnover.

• Oil prices fell, extending previous session’s losses after California tightened restrictions and cases 
surged in Europe. Brent crude futures fell 18 cents or 0.4% to $48.61 a barrel, while West Texas 
Intermediate crude futures lost 29 cents or 0.6% to $45.47 a barrel.
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